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Abtract :
Science is felt often hard to read. Most people assume that its difficulties are born
out of necessity, out of the extreme complexity of scientific concepts, data and
analysis. The Scholars argue here that complexity of thought need not lead to
impenetrability of expression. They demonstrate a number of rhetorical or
Pragmatic principles that can produce clarity in communication without
oversimplifying scientific issues. The results are substantive, not merely cosmetic,
Improving the quality of writing actually improves the quality of thought.
The fundamental purpose of scientific discourse is not the mere presentation of
information and thought, but rather its actual communication. It does not matter
how pleased an author might be to have converted all the right data into
sentences and paragraphs; it matters only whether a large majority of the reading
audience accurately perceives what the author had in mind. Therefore, in order to
understand how best to improve writing, Scholars would do well to understand
better how readers go about reading. Such an understanding has recently
become available through work done in the fields of rhetoric, linguistics and
cognitive psychology. It has helped to produce a methodology based on the
concept of reader expectations1.
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matter how short, may "mean" in “n-
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for the peer review –
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कालज्ञा

प्रयोज ा ाम ्

अव्यवसायिः

author might be to have converted all

न िःसंशय

the right data into sentences and

राणाम ् असमर्षता भयकराणां तद्ववद्यसंभाषा

paragraphs; it matters only whether a

कालानतपवतहे तू ां,

दृष्टकमषता

बुद्धधवधष ा ाम ्, आचायषिः शाब्राधधगमहे तू ाम ्
॥ ४० ॥

[Cha. Su. 25 / 40 ]

Acharya charaka advised
review

by means

the

of admitting the

Scientific Writings , to the
physicians

among

peer

team of

those

who

are

capable removing Mistakes (doubts) ,
having balance of mind among the
qualities of a physician, knowledge of
herbs

among

argument

the

supported

know
by

ledger,
scriptures

among the instruments (of success),
deciding the course of action among
the objects of the knowledge of time,
inaction among the causes of passing
way

of

among

time,

practical

those

removing

knowledge
Mistakes

(doubts), incapability among those
causing fear, discussion with experts
among the promotes of knowledge,
teacher among the source of learning
(scriptures), are capable of removing
Mistakes (doubts)5.
Conclusions:
The fundamental purpose of scientific
discourse is not the mere presentation
of topic or information and thought,
but rather its actual communication. It
does not matter how pleased an

large majority of the reading audience
accurately perceives the topic that the
author had in mind. Therefore, in
order to understand how best to
improve writing, Scholars would do
well to understand better how readers
go about reading. The writer of the
scientific writings (paper) is clear in his
mind, the writer is expected to be
knowledgeable, and understand the
reader's
fundamentals

expectations.
of

writing

The
skill

are

mainly the Clarity and simplicity, with
no compromise in the Subject matter
to be presented.
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